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Jason Hoffmann, composer of War Without End
1
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Published by Duquesne Scholarship Collection, 2015
“Before beginning my studies at 
Duquesne, I was a professional musician in 
the Army,” Hoffman said. “I served for 11 
years. I was not a composer; I had never 
written a piece of music.”
From the works of the early Greek playwright Sophocles 
to Hollywood’s portrayal of modern warfare, dramatic tales 
of wars—and the soldiers who fight in them—have provided 
a perspective on battle that can only be experienced through 
the eyes of those who have lived it.
School of Music graduate student and combat veteran 
Jason Hoffmann (B.M. Music Technology, 2014) continues 
in this tradition with War Without End, a one-act multimedia 
opera that he composed for his undergraduate senior 
composition recital. 
 
Creating a Multimedia Experience
War Without End is not comprised solely of singers and 
musicians on stage. It is a true multimedia performance, 
blending pre-recorded video with live instrumental music, 
vocals, and dramatics. For his opera, Hoffmann drew 
influence from Jacob TV’s multimedia production The News, 
in which live music is synchronized with segments of non-
fiction broadcasts by the international media. 
Each of the opera’s scenes begins with a video of actual 
veterans answering a specific question that has been posed 
to them. These questions and answers serve to introduce a 
topic that would be addressed in some way in the following 
scene. 
According to Hoffmann, these veterans become a 
Greek chorus of sorts, adding depth to the story. The use 
of this Greek chorus theme also alludes to the myth of 
Sisyphus, which Hoffmann said is often used to compare the 
experience of a solder during deployment.  
“Every day, you work hard to push a boulder to the top 
of a hill, and every morning, you find the rock back at the 
bottom,” he said.
Hoffmann wanted to utilize all that he had learned in the 
Music Technology program by combining digital media and 
musicianship into one project. He also uses non-traditional 
instruments and instrumentation in order to make the music 
accessible to as many different people as possible. The 
opera’s instrumentation includes electric guitar, double bass 
and bass guitar, keyboards, violin, drums, and malletKAT. 
“This instrumentation has given me the ability to cover a 
lot of territory compositionally,” he said, “For the vocal parts, 
I wanted to create a wide range, so I used soprano, alto, 
tenor, and baritone.”
Setting the Stage
The story behind War Without End is told from a more 
personal perspective, describing to audiences the turmoil 
felt by those who have been deployed into a battle zone. In 
particular, the opera depicts the experiences of a modern 
soldier deploying to the Middle East, and the effects that has 
on their family and friends.   
The opera’s main characters include Staff Sergeant Sarah 
Knight; her “battle buddy,” Sergeant Anna Hunter; Knight’s 
husband, Martin Thomas; and her father, retired Command 
Sergeant Major David Knight. The plot is set around the 
conflicting emotions of the soldiers (Knight and Hunter), their 
families (Knight’s father and her husband), and the countless 
civilians who are either directly or indirectly involved in the 
war. 
“Including all of these viewpoints was very important to 
me because, when the U.S. goes to war, it affects us all,” 
Hoffman said, “not just one segment of the population.”
Having a female soldier as the lead was a decision that 
was made quite deliberately. Hoffmann believes that female 
soldiers do not get enough credit on today’s battlefield, and 
he wished to pay homage to them in a way that shows them 
in their true light. 
“I chose to feature the lead characters as females,” he 
said. “I also showed them not to be damsels in distress. I 
didn’t want them to have to be saved by someone else. I 
think it does a disservice to women soldiers to do that.”
A Musician Becomes a Composer
Hoffman, who began his studies in the School of Music 
as a Performance major, had never composed music prior 
to switching his focus to Electronic Composition. He credits 
his mentor, Associate Professor of Music Technology Lynn 
Emberg Purse, and the other members of the Electronic 
Composition faculty for teaching him everything he needs to 
know.  
“Before beginning my studies at Duquesne, I was a 
professional musician in the Army,” Hoffman said. “I served 
for 11 years. I was not a composer; I had never written a 
piece of music, but while I was here, I changed my major 
from Music Performance to Music Technology with a 
concentration in Electronic Composition. When I began, 
I didn’t know how to compose, or how to use any of the 
technology or software that is integral to the field, but my 
professors, specifically Lynn Purse, mentored me. They 
encouraged me. It was quite a journey for me to learn how to 
be a composer, on top of all the technological aspects of it. I 
couldn’t have done it without them.”
To watch the premiere performance of War Without End, 
visit jasonhoffmann.net/preview.
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